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The curtain rises on the Games
Maejo University is ready to raise
the official curtain to start the 15th
ASEAN University Games today.
Maejo University President,
Assoc. Dr. Chamnien Yosraj said
Maejo University was honored by
the trust and confidence in their
abilities to organize and host the
Opening and Closing ceremonies
by the Organizing Committee.
Three months long preparation
has ensured that the pageant display will keep the visitors entertained. The shows will feature
Northern Thailand’s Lanna history, civilization and tradition.
“I believe that we are representing Northern Lanna culture here
and we are very proud of the work
we have done. I do believe the
audiences will not be disappointed at all and that they will
be impressed with our amazing
presentation,” Dr. Chamnien said.
He added that the Opening Ceremony will promote good relations among the different
nationalities, creating friendships
and promoting the theme of unity.
Finally, he has asked all Chiang
Mai people to view the sporting events as well as the impressive shows scheduled for the
Opening and Closing ceremo-

Thanyaluck Chotipiboon of
Chiang Mai University has
been chosen to light the
cauldron in the opening
ceremonies.

Lanna traditions of Northern Thailand take center stage for the Grand Opening Ceremony
that will take place at Maejo University at 4:15 p.m. today, December 15.

nies, noting the hard work and
preparation put in by the students here in Chiang Mai.
Assoc. Prof. Arkhom Kanchaprachote, the Chairman of the
Opening and Closing ceremonies
said the highlights will feature all
of 1,064 athletes from the 11
ASEAN nations parading into
the gymnasium at 4:15p.m. when
Thailand’s Minister of Education
Chinaworn Bunyakiart arrives.

The Thai National Flag will be
raised followed by the first series
of performances. Chiang Mai Governor M.L. Panadda Diskul will then
give the welcoming remarks to the
gathered athletes, coaches and
staff. Minister Chinaworn will
give the Opening speech and
then hit a ceremonial gong three
times; a traditional Buddhist ceremony where the three strikes of
the gong symbolizes good luck,

Thai football team wins by
a landslide in opening match

Thailand won the opening football match of the 15th
ASEAN University Games in a 5-1 win over Vietnam at
the Prince Royal’s College football field on December
14. Story on Page 2 (Photo by Isra Hongkham)

prosperity and happiness.
This will be followed by the
Sabud Chai drum show. The
Sabud Chai, or Great Drum, stems
from an ancient Lanna tradition
originally used in times of war to
whip the soldiers into a fighting
frenzy. Here it is used to encourage the athletes to perform their
best in the coming matches.
Miss Thanyaluck Chotipiboon, a
second year Chiang Mai University

student has been chosen to carry
the torch and light the cauldron to
launch the Games. Maejo University and Chiang Mai University students will perform highlighting the
theme of “We Are One.”
The entire show is expected to
take about two hours.
By Kanokrut Sasiroj, Muanfun
Chaiphonban
Photos by Saran Dolpipatpong,
Isra Honkham

ASEAN delegates meet
before the Games

The 15th ASEAN University Games begins today, all 11 countries heads meet to discuss and
come to an agreement of all the rules and regulations of this exciting competition at a meeting at
the Chiang Mai Phucome Hotel.
A ‘Head of delegation meeting’ was conducted
today for all the heads and the representatives of
all the 11 ASEAN countries participating in this
year’s competition. Chaired by President of
ASEAN University Sports Council, Hon
Dato’Proff Omar Osman, Nangnoi Puopatanakul,
Assistant Secretary of the undergraduate level

schools and Assoc. Prof. Amnart Yousukh, Vice
Chairperson of the organizing committee, each
department was introduced; Transportation, Security, Medical Center, Volunteers, Accommodation & Catering, PR & Media, Protocol IT, Sport
Technical, and Opening-Closing Ceremony,
where all of them confirmed their readiness for
the next 9 days of the competition. All the countries promised a beautiful Games with unity and
friendship according to the motto ‘We Are One’.
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From page 1
Hon Dato’Proff Omar Osman revealed that this year’s Games are
very well prepared and Chiang
Mai is quite a perfect place to host
the competition as it would also
boost the tourism in the area, the
town offers its unique culture for

all the visitors, plus the students
can meet their fellow ASEAN
friends to exchange ideas. “I
would like the representatives
from each country to use this great
opportunity to build friendship,
rather than aiming for the top
only”, said Hon Dato’Proff Omar

Osman, President of ASEAN University Sports Council.
By Kan Kamolrat, Muanfun
Chaiphonban, Sathinee Chirakal, Nuttaporn Inkaew, Chulalak
Kanchat, Sitang Chanakul
Photo by Wongsakorn Nakngoen, Kobkan Sampao

Thai football team wins by
a landslide in opening match
Thai fans cheered on their team
with a 5-1 win over visitors Vietnam in the opening match for the
15th AUG at Prince’s Royal College on December 14, 2010.
Thailand controlled the ball for
much of the first half of the match
by playing an attacking game.
The Thais had their first chance
to score in the 2nd minute but the
kick was blocked by the Vietnamese defenders.
However, in the 24th minute, Thai
player Dantrai Longjumnong wearing the number 2 jersey, scored the
first goal for the Thai team. Two minutes later, Yuttana Reangsuksut,
number 9, scored the second goal,
and the third goal was put in at the
39th minute by Sarawut Masuk,
number 15. The remainder of the first
half remained scoreless after that
with the Vietnamese defenders working hard to protect their end.
During the second half the Vietnamese team fought to attack and
score but lost one more goal to

Vietnamese defender takes the ball in the match against
Thailand on December 14, 2010.
the Thai team in the 52nd minute goal into the net, making the secwhen Yuttana Reangsuksut made ond goal for him, and the 4th goal
a solo strike and then shot the for Thai team.
The Vietnamese team doubled
their attack efforts and Pham
Thampat shot to the Thai net, scoring the first and only goal for the
visiting team in the 58th minute.
However, the Thai team made the
5th and final goal in the 62nd minute
when Surachai Sareepim, number
17, scored into the net.
Thailand’s team coach, Dr. Juta
Tingsabhat said, “We are satisfied with the game today and we
feel more confident about our
next game now, competing
against the Cambodian team.
(By Supakran Ruangdate,
Laos PDR takes Myanmar 2-1 on the first day of football Supawan Unokdaeng. Photos by
matches in the 15th ASEAN University Games.
Isra Hongkham, Paranut Anui)
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Schedule for the 15th ASEAN University Games
The 15th ASEAN University Games kicks off today with games around the Province. The full schedule is here for the convenience of those who want to plan out their week.
Each day’s schedule will be published in Aug Sports Today as well so make sure you pick up a copy!
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Elephant Camp
From page 8
The Forestry Department uses
trained elephants to remove illegally
logged timber from deep jungle areas
but most elephants today are used in
elephant parks, carrying tourists and,
in some cases, painting art or performing tricks. Young elephants begin
learning at about the age of 4 and,
given their high intelligence, learn
rather quickly. Normally, by the age of
10 they are of a size and strength and
training level to graduate to working,
a mature Asian elephant can lift 700
kilograms and haul 200 tons for a kilometer without stopping. Their walking pace seems quite slow, four
kilometers an hour, but humans normal walking pace is only 3 kilometers
and they have so much less to carry
around!
Elephant camps abound in Northern
Thailand, with the nearest one to
Chiang Mai located at Mae Sa. Mae Sa
is located about 30 kilometers outside
Chiang Mai in the Mae Sa Valley, a lush
green valley populated not only by elephants but also orchid farms and resorts with fabulous gardens.

The intelligence and grace of
the majestic animals shines
through in their eyes.
Riding an elephant is a bit scary at
first, but you quickly learn to adjust
yourself to the gait of the elephant and
quickly find yourself enjoying the
scenery as you walk through the rivers and jungle around the camp. There
are also shows displaying their logging skills, and some of them paint
beautiful pictures.
The intelligence of these great beasts
is clearly visible in their eyes and one trip
to visit the elephants will have you wishing you could have gotten to know them
better.
(By Shana Kongmun, Chiang Mai
Mail)

Elephant-back riding is a unique way to see the countryside.
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ASEAN member countries
ASEAN is made up of 11 member nations each one with its own
unique heritage and culture.

Brunei Darussalam
Brunei is a sultanate located on the
north coast of the island of Borneo
and is adjacent to Malaysia, it is the
only sovereign state completely on
Borneo, the rest of the island is held
by Indonesia and Malaysia.
Brunei traces its history back to the
7th century when it was part of the
Srivijaya Empire. It grew and its influence peaked between the 15th and 17th
centuries when its control extended
over coastal areas of northwest Borneo
and the southern Philippines. Brunei
became a British protectorate in 1888
and achieved independence in 1984.
The same family has ruled Brunei for
over six centuries. Brunei has extensive petroleum and natural gas fields,
the source of one of the highest per
capita GDPs in Asia.
Brunei has a population around
400,000 people over an area of 5,765
sq kilometers and is officially a Muslim country although there are Christians and Buddhists as well. 66
percent ethnically Malay, the official
language is Malay.

Cambodia

with Malaysia, Timor Leste and
Papua New Guinea. The area has
been a key trading location since
the Srivijaya Empire with artifacts
showing sea trade taking place for
thousands of years. Some of the
oldest humanoid remains have
been found in Indonesia with Java
man, homo erectus, discovered
and suggesting that the Indonesian archipelago was inhabited
two million to 500,000 years ago.
The powerful Srivijayan Empire
flourished from the 7th century
when the influence of Hinduism
and Buddhism saw the construction of the fabulous Borobudur on
the island of Java. Islam became
the dominant religion of the islands by the 16th century.
Indonesia officially gained independence from the Netherlands in
1949 and established a republican
form of government with a President at the helm.
Indonesia is the most populous
of the ASEAN countries with over
242 million people but, despite this
supports some of the largest
biodiversity in the world. They
also have a large ethnic diversity,
with around 40 percent of the
population ethnic Javanese.
Indonesia’s islands may be small
but they cover 1,811,569 sq kilometers of land. The main religion
is Islam, with a total of 86 percent
of the population and the main language Bahasa Indonesia.

The Kingdom of Cambodia, as it’s
officially known, is bounded by Thailand, on one side, Laos, Vietnam and the
Gulf of Thailand. Its prehistory dates
back to at least 6,000 BC where evidence
of human habitation has been found at
L’aang Spean cave in Battambang Province. Originally the Khmer Empire,
that flourished from the 9th century to
the 13th century when the magnificent
Angkor Wat was built as a capital and
supported up to a million people.
The current Kingdom of Cambodia
was established in 1867 and achieved
independence from the French in 1953
and the constitutional monarchy was
re-established in 1993.
Cambodia’s economic mainstays are
agriculture, garment manufacturing, and
tourism. There are 14 million people over
181,035 square kilometers. Theravada
Buddhism is the official religion of Cambodia, which is practiced by around
96% of the Cambodian population.
The population is made up of ethnic
Khmers, Muslims, Cham, ethnic Chinese, Vietnamese and various hill tribes.

Laos
The People’s Democratic Republic of Laos is landlocked country,
sharing its borders with Myanmar,
Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and
China. The Kingdom of Lan Xang
or Land of a Million Elephants was
established in the 14th century by
Fa Ngum and flourished through
the 18th century, and after a period as a French protectorate, it
gained independence in 1949 and
was established as an independent monarchy in 1950. The Lao
People’s Democratic Republic was
established in 1975.
Agriculture predominates although trade agreements with
neighbors are playing a larger role
in the economy of the country. Laos
has a population of over 6 million
people in a country that covers
230,800 sq kilometers. The official
language is Lao and the Lao ethnic
group makes up a majority of the
population at 55%, Laos boasts
more than 100 ethnic minorities.

Indonesia
The Republic of Indonesia is an
island state, comprising 17,508 islands and sharing land boundaries

Malaysia
Malaysia is a federal constitution monarchy with a unique government of rotating Kings or Yang
di-Pertuan Agong. . The Yang

di-Pertuan Agong is elected to a
five-year term by and from
amongst the nine hereditary rulers of the Malay states.
Evidence of human habitation in
Malaysia dates back 40,000 years
although Indian and Chinese traders were in evidence in the first
century. The Malay Peninsula
adopted Hinduism and Buddhism
before becoming largely Muslim
in the 15th century. The Federation
of Malaya was established in 1948
and Malaysia itself renamed and
established in1963.
Malaysia’s economy relies on industrial activity, mining, rubber and
petroleum. 328,657 sq kilometers supports more than 28 million people. The
predominant ethnic group are the
Malays that make up more than half
the population, the predominant religion is Islam and Bahasa Malay is
the official language.

Myanmar
The Republic of Myanmar is bordered by Thailand, the People’s Republic of China, Bangladesh and
India. However, one third of
Myanmar’s perimeter is uninterrupted coastline with the Andaman
Sea and the Bay of Bengal. The
country is led by the State Law and
Order Council. The country adopted
the official name of Myanmar in 1989.
Human occupation of the country is quite old with cave paintings of hunter gatherers found in
Padah Lin. The beautiful temples
of Bagan were built from the 9th to
the 13th century when the empire
was at its peak. A series of smaller
kingdoms reigned until the establishment of the Konbaung dynasty that lasted until British
occupation in 1886. Independence was declared in 1948.
Myanmar is a resource rich country with major natural gas exports.
The country is mostly Theravada
Buddhist, with a total population
of around 50 million covering over
650,000 square kilometers. The largest ethnic group is the Burman
with other groups being the Shan,
the Karen, the Mon and others.

The Philippines
The Republic of the Philippines
is an archipelago nation with more
than 7,000 islands and some of
the richest biodiversity in the
world. They share no land borders with any of their neighbors
being surrounded by the Sulu
Sea, the Celebes Sea and the Philippines Sea.
The earliest known human remains found in the Philippines
were found only a few years ago
and date back 67,000 years.
Later maritime trade brought the

inhabitants into contact with Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and finally Christianity. There were
several small states across the
various islands when the country
was colonized by the Spanish in
1565. The first Philippine Republic was established after the islands were ceded by the Spanish
in 1899 and in 1946 the country
gained independence from the
United States.
The Philippine economy relies
on manufactured exports, fruit and
petroleum products. The country
has reached nearly 100 million
people of who over 80 percent is
Roman Catholic, and the official
languages are Filipino (based on
Tagalog) and English with 8 major
dialects and 7 major ethnic groups.
The Philippines covers nearly
300,000 square kilometers and has
over 36,000 kilometers of coastline.

Singapore
The Republic of Singapore is an
island country that lies just off the
tip of the Malay peninsula. Officially founded as a British trading
colony in 1819 and establishing
itself as a nation in 1965, the island itself was habited in the 2nd
century when it was established
as an outpost of the Srivijaya Empire. Singapore consists of 63 islands with the main island of
Singapore being the largest.
Singapore is the world’s fourth
largest leading financial center and
trade and investments play a key
role in the economic success of
this island nation that showed the
fast growing GDP for the first half
of this year!
With only 687 square kilometers
of land, the city-state holds a total
of over four and a half million
people! Largely ethnic Chinese, the
country has four official languages
Mandarin Chinese, English, Tamil
and Malay. The country is divided
between Buddhism at around 42
percent, Islam, Taoism, Hinduism
and Christianity.

Thailand
The Kingdom of Thailand is a
constitutional monarchy and has
around 65 million people. It is bordered by Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and Malaysia. It has an area of
513,000 square kilometers.
The economy relies on agriculture and manufacturing with Thailand being one of the largest rice
exporters in the world.The majority of the population is Buddhist
but there is a large Muslim population in the South and many of
the ethnic hilltribes are animist or

Christian. 75 percent of the population is ethnically Thai, with Chinese and hilltribes. The official
language is Thai.
Timor Leste

The Democratic Republic
ofTimor Leste, or East Timor as it is
also known, comprises half of the
island of Timor and a few other islands and gained independencein
2002, becoming the first sovereign
state of the 21st century.
Long habited by humans, the
first wave arrived 40,000 years ago,
with a second wave arriving a mere
4,000 years ago! Timor was a sea
trading nation with many links to
other areas around South East
Asia, colonized by the Dutch and
the Portugese who left in 1975.
East Timor gained independence
from Indonesia 8 years ago.
Timor-Leste is about 15,000 square
kilometers and has a population of
over a million people. Largely Roman
Catholic, the official language is
Tetum and Portugese but Indonesian, English and about 15 other indigenous languages are spoken.

Vietnam
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam is bordered on the north by
China, and on the west by Laos
and Cambodia and to the east by
the South China Sea, with a coastline of over 3,400 kilometers.
Vietnam gained independence
from China in 938 AD but has found
signs of human habitation since the
Paleolithic times and archaeologists
link the beginnings of Vietnamese
civilization to the Phung Nguyen
culture of about 2000 BC. The first
Vietnamese state was established
by the H ng B ng Dynasty of the
H ng kings which was defeated by
the Chinese in 111 BC. A Vietnamese lord defeated the Chinese a
thousand years later, and the country flourished under the Le dynasty
founded in the 15th century. The
Nguyen dynasty unified the country in the 1700’s but independence
was eroded until the French established it as part of French
Indochina in 1885. Vietnam fought
for independence and declared it
in 1945 although it was not truly
gained for years afterwards.
Vietnam has a population of
around 89 million people and an
area of 331,000 square kilometers,
the economy relies on manufacturing and agriculture and is one
of the booming Asian economies.
The official language is Vietnamese and most people declare no
religion. The largest ethnic group
are the Viet although Vietnam has
many smaller ethnic groups scattered around the country but
mainly in the mountains.
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San Kamphaeng Hot Springs

The Hot Springs are a popular destination for many Thais,
young and old alike, who enjoy soaking their feet in the
therapeutic water.
San Kamphaeng Hot Springs is
one of the destinations near
Chiang Mai planned for the athletes and by the time they get there
they may find taking a dip into the
therapeutic springs relaxing and
rejuvenating for their tired bodies!
The San Kamphaeng Hot
Springs are located in San
Kamphaeng District (Thailand is
made up of Provinces, or
Changwat, those are then divided
into Districts, and further into
sub-districts and finally villages)
which is 36 kilometers from the
City. San Kamphaeng is famous
for several things, silk, umbrellas
at Bo Sang (we will get to Bo
Sang in the next edition as it’s
worthy of its own story!) and the
famous Hot Springs. There is
even a special tank set aside with
water so hot it’s possible to boil

an egg but I can’t admit to having
ever tried that! However, if you
think that’s interesting, no need
to run down to the market for
eggs as they have wisely set up
a stall selling eggs. The egg is
dipped into the tank in a bamboo
basket and comes out perfectly
cooked and, I have been told,
with a slightly sulfur taste.
The Hot Springs are set in a
beautiful green park and the water, which bubbles up from underground and streams around
the park in various areas is generally around 100 degrees C. Not
too hot to dip your feet in or even
take a soak. The high sulfur content of the water is reported by
many to be very therapeutic and
is said to increase blood circulation giving a very reviving feeling. Or perhaps it’s just the

The grounds around the various springs are landscaped into a beautiful park-like setting.
relaxing heat of the water, but it
feels wonderful nonetheless.
There are even geysers in the
park as well so be sure to check if
they have regularly scheduled
eruptions. Or, take your chances
but be sure to stand back! Each
pool has a sign noting the temperature and there are also public bath
houses available for a small fee.
So, on your day out, perhaps
bring along your swim suit so
that you can take a full dip into
the waters. Or just take your
shoes off and soak your by now
tired feet!
By Shana Kongmun
Chiang Mai Mail
Photos by Jedsdapong
Wongkiew

San Kamphaeng Hot Springs are located 36 kilometers from
Chiang Mai.

Elephant Camp
The Elephant is not only the national animal for Thailand but also its national symbol. They have long been of great importance to Thailand, in the
ancient days they were used by Kings in battle, and were trained as “war
elephants”, white elephant (really an albino, slightly pinkish grey color) was
a rarity and always belonged to the King. He would often grant this elephant
to a member of the nobility to care for, thus giving him a gift he could not work
and could not sell but had to pay much money to care for, hence the modern
day term “white elephant’.
Elephants have long been used for logging in the jungle and many still continue
this work. However, as Thailand became more developed and advanced, the work
of the elephants declined and many mahouts (the elephant’s guide/owner/trainer)
found themselves unable to support their families, much less feed their elephants!
There are still a few thousand wild elephants in the jungles of Northern Thailand
but their numbers, like their domesticated relatives, have declined.
Elephants show off their
logging skills.
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